


The following 1d10 list of kobold-themed loot items can be used to fill goblin pockets, treasure chests, storage closets, 

private chambers, or any other space occupied by kobolds. Whatever the reason is you find yourself rolling on this table, we 

hope that the ideas listed below help you unlock adventure and tell unforgettable stories!

d10 Loot Item
1. A filthy scarf made from dozens of colorful, pointy hats the kobold has stolen from gnomish homes or taken off the 

corpses of gnomes it’s killed and sewn together.

2. A collection of coins, buttons, twigs, and bones fashioned together into the shape of a crude-looking dragon. The 

kobolds believe it to be a holy object through which they can communicate with their dragon god.

3. A list of one hundred gnomish names, nearly half of which have been crossed out in blood. At the top of the list is 

the phrase, “My To-Capture-Torture-and-Kill List,” written in draconic.

4. A banged up knight’s helmet with dragon teeth pinned along its rim like a crown. Atop the helmet are several 

half-melted candles and a magnifying glass which acts as a spotlight when the candles are lit.

5. A thick glass jar filled with glow worms and fireflies. The jar is attached to a fishing pole’s line so that it can be cast 

down corridors or lowered down passageways to ensure the way is safe before proceeding.

6. A miniature beartrap that can be worn on the inside of one’s palm, acting as a cruel trick on anyone foolish enough 

to shake the kobold’s hand. The edges of the tiny beartrap are jagged and heavily rusted.

7. A crank-box that, when wound up, causes five small pickaxes to emerge and begin chipping away at whatever the 

box is held up to. It is typically used to remove excess dirt or stone from unearthed treasures. 

8. A basket filled with colorful bird eggs of various sizes. The eggs have been hollowed out and filled with acid so they 

can be thrown or dropped on adventurers as they make their way through the kobolds’ caves.

9. A harness with dozens of lyres, drums, tambourines, harmonicas, lutes, and horns attached to it which can all be 

played at once. It is often used to scare away bears as the kobolds move through the forest.

10. A series of bracelets that, when worn as a single piece, make it appear as if a mighty blue dragon was curling up your 

arm. While worn in dark areas, the bracelets flicker and spark with harmless electricity.

Unlock Adventure
We’re constantly releasing new d10 tables for you to use in your upcoming sessions, so don’t miss out! Click here to access 

even more random tables themed around different and specific monsters.
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